CO2 Power Pack for FieldLiner 3™
ALWAYS wear safety goggles or protective eye-wear when operating the unit!
NOTE: Due to shipping regulations, the CO2 cylinder has been shipped empty. Cylinders can be filled at
your local welding equipment supply (gases) or beverage dispenser supply.
1. Bolt the CO2 cylinder tank ring to the FieldLiner 3TM chassis using two bolts, washers and nuts.
2. Insert the CO2 cylinder and quickly crack its valve open and closed (away from you) to blow out any
possible debris.
3. Insert the plastic washer into the CO2 regulator fitting (single ring towards regulator) and then install
the regulator on the CO2 tank.
4. With NO pressure in the FieldLiner 3TM paint tank, remove the plastic push plug from the brass tee on
the top of the paint tank by pushing in on the collar of the fitting while pulling out on the plug.
5. Push the CO2 pressure tube into the fitting that the plug came out of.
6. Be sure the regulator is closed by turning the regulator adjusting screw counter-clockwise several
turns. Slowly open the CO2 cylinder valve. The high pressure gauge will show the pressure in the CO2
tank. If it is in the RED ZONE, refilling is necessary.
7. Pressurize the system by turning the regulator screw clockwise until the paint tank gauge reads the
desired pressure (20-30 psi). NEVER PRESSURIZE ABOVE 35 PSI.

IMPORTANT
1. After each use, always release the pressure. Close the valve on the CO2 cylinder, and then release the
pressure in the paint tank by rotating the outer collar of the safety relief valve 1/4 turn counter
clockwise.
2. High pressure is extremely dangerous. Frequently check safety valves, lid gaskets, and tanks for any
damage, or wear. SHOULD ANY APPEAR, contact the factory immediately for corrective action.

CO2 Power Pack Parts List
ITEM #

PART NUMBER

1
2
3
4

10000247
10000053
10004916
10003124

#2 CO2 Regulator

DESCRIPTION
CO2 Cylinder (5 lb. Standard)
CO2 Regulator
Pressure Tube
Tank ring
Parts Bag, containing:
(2) ¼-20 x ¾” Carriage Bolts
(2) ¼” Washers
(2) ¼” Locking Nuts
(1) Manual

#1 CO2 Cylinder
#3 Pressure Tube
CO2 Power Pack mounted on
FieldLiner 3TM Paint Sprayer

#4 Tank Ring
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